CONTRACTS

Architectural Roofing & Restoration Contractors

CONSERVATION - RESTORATION - PRESERVATION

TRADITIONAL SKILLS WITH A MODERN APPROACH

A history of Distinction

For more than a decade, NSE has managed the restoration of numerous
historical and landmark projects throughout the United Kingdom,
including such prestigious properties as Luton Hoo Estate and Queen
Anne’s Summer House, Bedfordshire.
The company was founded upon, and has continued to grow by
ensuring we;
• Consistently exceed client expectations
• Provide an exceptional quality of work on every project
• Combine traditional craftsmanship with modern expertise
• Deliver exceptional value for money, on time and on budget.
The mark of a good company that delivers what it promises is credibility,
consistently high standards, quality materials and workmanship.
As a professional company we continually invest in our business,
accreditations, processes, people and skills to benefit our clients. We
have a suite of relevant qualifications, credentials and trade body
memberships and associations, including ISO9001. This ensures that you
are dealing with a qualified and accredited organisation that will provide
you with the best counsel, the best quality workmanship, and the best
overall value for money.

MOGGERHANGER PARK
“Moggerhanger Park Ltd, on behalf of the Moggerhanger House Preservation Trust would
have no hesitations in recommending NSE Contracts and in having them on site for any
future work required. NSE Contracts are a professional, trustworthy and friendly team to
work with, who also have excellent craftsmanship and business conduct.”
Mrs Carrie Irvin
The Moggerhanger Preservations Trust

We have a long standing experience, knowledge and capability of
restoration techniques, and this makes us unique when combined with
the latest of construction methods. NSE are able to identify, recommend
and provide the optimum solution for all projects, whatever the
individual characteristics may be.
Our strong reputation has been gained for outstanding work on
ecclesiastical and heritage buildings in particular and NSE are delighted
to be associated with such significant historical projects, helping
contribute to their continued splendour and existence for the general
public to enjoy for years to come; making history for the future.

TRADITIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

Combining traditional skills of restoration with a state of the art and
modern approach, our tried and tested team of traditional tradesmen
and experienced managers, providing over 50 years experience in
this sector together, are able to assist clients from the design stage
right through to successful completion.
We manufacture and install products as diverse as cast milled lead,
copper, zinc and slate, through to the repair and replacement of
ancient timbers and decorative stone masonry work.
Using traditional casting techniques that have not changed for
centuries, we produce bespoke products for clients including
hoppers, rainwater goods and many other decorative and ornamental
structures for architectural buildings and homes across the country.
From carving what is regarded as classical architectural masonry
seen in period and more illustrious buildings to simple chamfers,
complex tracery windows, statues, ornate and abstract designs of
all description, to creating very detailed mouldings requires many
different disciplines. Each area of stonemasonry is its own specialist
craft; from knowing how each stone is used and fitted all takes years
of expert knowledge and experience.
NSE provides a full stonemasonry service for architectural build or
heritage and ecclesiastical restoration work.
Our carpentry team is extremely experienced in the restoration
and replacement of ancient timbers and substrates again using
traditional techniques to ensure that all projects keep their historical
authenticity. Our roof related carpentry, restoration and heritage
work, stonework and brickwork are second to none; ask for our list
of satisfied and delighted customers.
Our ability to bespoke manufacture, accurately specify and self
source combined with our knowledge and experience assures
the quality of supply and enables us to keep a tight control over
materials expense, helping our clients to save money.

modern expertise
In addition to having an excellent reputation in traditional lead work
and lead roofing, especially the ecclesiastical arena, we also have
extensive experience of large roofing and restoration projects across
the country.
These include more modern approaches to flat roofing, single ply, felt,
asphalt, cold applied liquid waterproofing amongst the traditional tile
and slate solutions. We always take a consultative approach based on
individual requirements, budget, project and lifetime expectancy.
As an innovative and forward thinking company NSE appreciates
that the new builds of today will become the historical buildings of
tomorrow. As such we positively welcome working with architects
and contractors who pioneer new build design and who require an
organisation that will excel in realising their construction and vision.
NSE is committed to maintaining the highest level of Health and Safety
working practices on all of its projects. This is of critical importance
not only to our tradesmen and employees, but to clients and the
general public. To demonstrate this commitment, NSE have a Health
and Safety expert who is involved in all aspects of a project from
the specification stage and throughout the project operation.
With the construction sector being one of the most dangerous and
accounting for the highest levels of injury or illness as an industry,
NSE take their role very seriously in helping to make the sector a safer
one to work in.
As an active member of the Eastern Region Roof Training group we have
access to the very latest in modern skills, and Health and Safety training
for all employees and subcontractors, resulting in a workforce that is
aware, able and proactively involved in company policy and training.

Quality products and
sustainable materials
NSE specialise in working with all the products and materials used in
ecclesiastical and heritage restoration. From entirely new fabrications and
installations of roofs, stonemasonry replacements and timber frame structural
restoration, skilled craftsmen ensure the correct fabrication techniques and
installation methods are applied throughout.

Both modern and traditional materials are utilised for roofing which include
slate, tile, lead, copper, stainless steel, sarnafil and zinc. NSE manufactures
onsite and produces bespoke sand cast lead and copper products of all
kinds and purpose. These include hoppers, rainwater goods and many
other decorative and ornamental structures including finials, statues and
weather vanes. Our latest intricate and expansive projects can be viewed
online at www.nsecontracts.co.uk where you can see the full scope of the
craftsmanship and skills involved in producing and working with
these materials.
NSE favours suppliers who have positive and responsible environmental
policies and source and buy materials ethically. Wherever possible materials
are recycled and waste is always disposed of in a safe and responsible
manner. Many building materials can in fact be reclaimed for re-use without
further processing, which can lessen the environmental impact of any project
and potentially bring cost savings to the client. This is an area NSE is striving
to improve on even further over the coming years.

consultancy and project
management

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANCY
As every project is entirely unique in terms of materials, specialist resources
and Health and Safety considerations, NSE provide a thorough and detailed
site survey report for every project. Whether NSE is contracted for the ultimate
project or not, our consultancy service is a valued and independent one that
ensures all clients have an objective report to move forward with. They are
independent, professional and offer best advice and value.
Working either directly with the client, architect or principle contractor NSE
can provide an expert opinion on all of the suitable options that are available
to best meet the purpose, logistics, budget and timeframe of any given project.
An experienced and competent site survey and discussion period ensures that
all considerations are factored in at the outset; extra regulatory requirements
are achieved or any recommended specialists are involved in a timely manner.
This rigorous approach ensures that projects run much more efficiently and
limits any unforeseen circumstances that would possibly affect the overall
success of a project.

DEDICATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NSE also provides a full project management process. Ensuring ALL building
projects are properly managed is of vital concern to NSE as a business for
the satisfaction of its clients, suppliers and the safety and well being of its
employees and associates.
Coordinating and managing communications and actions with a wide
range of people from architects, clients, contractors and commissioners to
the government and public at large, NSE successfully delivers a full project
management solution. This ensures that the construction process and any
part of it from inception to handover of the completed project are proactively
and efficiently managed. This approach is applied to all our services;
consultancy, maintenance, repair and restoration, new-build, refurbishment or
decommissioning projects.
NSE is happy to act in a specialist capacity to provide independent site surveys
or reports or as part of the contract award process and offers a turnkey project
management solution for many contracts on behalf of architects and clients.

gIBRALTAR bARN
HACE CONSULTANCY

BEDFORDSHIRE

CLIENT PORTFOLIO
luton hoo estate
CARDY CONSTRUCTION

bedfordshire

MOGGERHANGER PARK
MOGGERHANGER HOUSE PRESERVATION TRUST
peter inskip and peter jenkins architects

BEDFORDSHIRE
Other projects completed:
ALL SAINTS CHURCH ODELL, BEDFORDSHIRE
CAVENDISH HALL SUFFOLK

LANDMARK TRUST AND JOHNSON AND PARTNERS ARCHITECTS

ST MARY’S CHURCH CARLTON, BEDFORDSHIRE
ST MARY’S CHURCH STUDHAM, BEDFORDSHIRE

queen annE’S summer house
THE LANDMARK TRUST & WHITWORTH CO PARTNERSHIP

bedfordshire

ST PETER’S & ST PAUL’S CHURCH NEWPORT PAGNELL, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
st wendredas church march, cambridgeshire
cambridge stonecraft and arch image architect

TREVELYAN HOUSE LONDON
WATES INTERIORS

TRINITY COLLEGE CAMBRIDGE
WESTFIELD ESTATE BEDFORDSHIRE
bcw

st botholph parochial c.c.
BRUCE DEACON ARCHITECT

BEDFORDSHIRE
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Head Office: NSE Contracts Ltd Unit 20 College Street Kempston Bedfordshire MK42 8LU
London Office: NSE Contracts Ltd Chelsea Harbour Studios 20a Querrin Street London SW6 2SJ
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